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Abstract
Recent advances in ICT have led to a vast and expeditious development of
e-services and technology. Trust is a fundamental aspect for the acceptance
and adoption of these new services. Reputation is commonly employed as
the measure of the trustworthiness of users in on-line communities. However,
to facilitate their acceptance, reputation systems should be able to deal with
the trust challenges and needs of those services.
The aim of this survey is to propose a framework for the analysis of reputation systems. We elicit the requirements for reputations metrics along
with the features necessary to achieve such requirements. The identified
requirements and features form a reference framework which allows an objective evaluation and comparison of reputation systems. We demonstrate
its applicability by analyzing and classifying a number of existing reputation systems. Our framework can serve as a reference model for the analysis
of reputation systems. It is also helpful for the design of new reputation
systems as it provides an analysis of the implications of design choices.
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1. Introduction
Advances of ICT have led to overall digitization of processes in data
lifecycle management and consequently resulted in improved efficiency and
cost savings. Each of us is constantly exposed to emerging digital technologies, either at home or at work, with an increasing number of business
transactions daily carried out over the Internet. However, to fully exploit
the potentials of e-services (e.g., e-commerce, e-business, e-health) and facilitate their adoption, it is important to establish and manage trust amongst
the parties involved in the transactions [1].
Reputation systems play an important role in the process of trust establishment and management. When a user needs to make a trust decision
whether to engage or not in an interaction with an e-service, he takes very
much into account the reputation of the service. The user’s past experience
as well as the experience of the other users with the service influences his
decision whether to repeat this interaction in the future. Therefore, a reputation system, which helps in managing reputations in digital world (for
example by collecting, distributing and aggregating feedback about entity’s
behavior), becomes a fundamental component of the trust and security architecture of any ICT system or service.
However, the application and adoption of reputation systems in e-services
rely on their ability to address the trust challenges that such services have
to deal with. Therefore, the design of reputation systems requires identifying the trust needs of e-services and of the application domain in which
such services are deployed. In addition, when selecting a reputation system
to be applied to an e-service, it is important to verify whether the selected
reputation system meets the trust requirements for such a service.
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In this paper we address these issues by presenting a framework for the
analysis of reputation systems. In particular, we:
• elicit the requirements for reputation systems from a literature study;
• identify the features necessary to fulfill these requirements;
• present a reference framework for the analysis and evaluation of reputation metrics;
• demonstrate the applicability of the framework by comparing and classifying several well-known reputation systems.
The analysis presented in this work aims to serve both researchers that develop reputation systems and practitioners that intend to employ reputation
systems for their services. On the one hand, it provides researchers an analysis of the implication of design decision. On the other hand, it provides
practitioners a reference framework that can assist them in the selection of
a reputation system that meets their needs.
Several surveys on reputation systems can be found in the literature
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Similarly to most of these surveys,
our work identifies the main features to be supported by reputation systems
and evaluate existing systems against the defined features. In contrast to
them, this work mainly focuses on the trust information used to assess the
reputation and aggregation method, offering a more fine-grained analysis of
reputation metrics. Moreover, existing surveys present features as abstract
concepts. In contrast, we identify features from the requirements for reputation systems; features employed in this work are, thus, closer to the real
needs of reputation systems.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Next section introduces the basic concepts of reputation systems. Section 3 discusses the
requirements for reputation systems along with the features needed for their
fulfillment. Section 4 analyzes existing reputation systems with respect to
the identified features and requirements. Section 5 provides guidelines on
the application of the framework. Finally, Section 6 discusses related work,
and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Overview of Reputation Systems
Reputation has been proposed as a measurement of a user’s trustworthiness based on his past behavior [14] and it is used to predict his future
behavior [15]. Typically, users rate other users on the basis of their interactions. In particular, a rating is the judgment that a user (origin) gives to
another user (target) about a certain interaction that occurred between them
(scope). Reputation systems assess the reputation of a user by aggregating
the ratings that other users have given to that user.
Reputation systems can be analyzed from three dimensions [9], namely
formulation, calculation and dissemination. The formulation dimension describes the mathematical model and input for the assessment of reputation
values. It includes two main aspects: the reputation measure and the mathematical model (metric) used to aggregate ratings. Reputation can be measured using discrete or continuous values. Metrics can be based on simple
summation or average of ratings [16], fuzzy logic [17, 18], flow-based models
[19, 20, 21, 22], probabilistic models such as Bayesian systems [23, 24, 25],
beta probability density [26, 27] and subjective logic [28, 29].
The calculation dimension addresses the practical design and implemen-
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tation of the algorithm for assessing reputation, whereas the dissemination
dimension focuses on the mechanisms for the distribution and storage of
ratings and reputation values among entities within the system. The main
feature of the calculation and dissemination dimensions is the structure of
the reputation system, which can be either centralized or decentralized. Centralized systems like auction or expert sites are characterized by the presence
of a central authority which is responsible for the collection and storage of
user’s ratings, and for the calculation of reputation values and their dissemination. On the other hand, decentralized systems like Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
networks and Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) do not have neither a central authority nor a fixed network topology that can be used to control the entities
within the system; rather each entity is responsible for controlling its data
and resources. In these systems, the storage of ratings and calculation of
reputation are distributed among the entities within the system.
3. Requirements and Features for Reputation Systems
This section presents the main requirements for reputation systems along
with the features needed to achieve such requirements. The elicited requirements and features form a reference model for the analysis and comparison
of reputation systems.
3.1. Requirements
For the correct and secure functioning of reputation systems several desirable requirements should be satisfied. In this work, we are mainly interested in requirements which ensure that assessed reputation values reflect
the actual trustworthiness of users. Based on a literature study, we have
identified three groups of requirements (Table 1). Requirements in the first
5

group focus on the formulation dimension. The other two groups contain
requirements about the fair treatment of newcomers and the integrity of
reputation values (w.r.t. the calculation and dissemination dimensions).
The first group of requirements (R1 to R8) focuses on the information
and aggregation method used for the assessment of reputation values. R1
and R2 require ratings and reputation values to accurately discriminate
user behavior. R3 and R4 focus on the “quality” of information used to
assess reputation values. A user can (un)intentionally provide incorrect
ratings about an interaction he had. For instance, a malicious user may
give negative ratings to a user with the purpose of decreasing its reputation
[9, 22]. Moreover, he can subvert the reputation system by first creating a
large number of pseudonymous entities, and then using them to influence
the reputation of a target user [30]. In particular, if users are able to rate
themselves, they can provide a series of self-promoting ratings, leading to
an unfair increasing of their own reputation [9]. To prevent such attacks,
reputation systems should be able to discriminate “incorrect” ratings (R3).
R4 refines R3 by explicitly forbidding self-rating.
Requirements R5 to R8 deal with the type and amount of information
used to assess reputation values. Interactions between entities can differ
significantly in their nature, making it difficult to draw conclusions about
the reputation of entities. For instance, aggregating the ratings referring to
different types of interactions would result in reputation values that may not
accurately reflect the trustworthiness of entities. Therefore, reputation values should be assessed using comparable trust information (R5). However,
the reliability of reputation values depends on the amount of information
used to calculate them [31]. Due to the restrictions imposed by R5, reputation may only rely on a small amount of information. R6 relaxes R5
6

ID
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11
R12
R13

Requirement
Ratings should discriminate user behavior
Reputation should discriminate user behavior.
The reputation system should be able to discriminate “incorrect” ratings.
An entity should not be able to provide rating for itself.
Aggregation of ratings should be meaningful.
Reputation should be assessed using a sufficient amount of information.
The reputation system should differentiate reputation information by the interaction it represents.
Reputation should capture the evolution of user behavior.
Users should not gain advantage of their new status.
New users should not be penalized for their status.
Users should not be able to directly modify ratings.
Users should not be able to directly modify reputation values.
Users should not be responsible to directly calculate their own
reputation.

Source
[5],[9]
[5],[9],[12],[13],[22]
[5],[9],[11],[12],[13],[28]
[9],[11],[20]
[13],[27],[34]
[12],[13],[34]
[11]
[11],[12],[13],[34]
[9],[12],[22]
[20],[22]
[9],[11],[20]
[9],[11],[20]
[9],[11],[20]

Table 1: Requirements for reputation systems

by allowing the use of a larger amount of information in the assessment
of reputation, while ensuring that the obtained reputation values remain
meaningful. Interactions between entities may also differ in their “cost”
(e.g., economic transactions) [32]. For example, in an online auction site, a
user can build his reputation through transactions involving small amount
of money, and then take advantage of his gained reputation to cheat other
users in a transaction involving substantial amount of money. R7 requires
reputation systems to differentiate ratings with respect to the cost of transactions. Finally, R8 focuses on temporal aspects. Reputation is build upon
the knowledge of past interactions. The behavior of a user can change over
time. For instance, a malicious entity might be fair in his interactions for
a period in order to build positive reputation and be able to successfully
deploy his attack. Therefore, user behavior evolution should be captured in
the assessment of reputation to reflect the actual trustworthiness of users.
The second group of requirements (R9 and R10) addresses the fair treat7

ment of new users. When new users join the system, their behavior is unknown. Typically, reputation systems assign a default reputation value to
new users. Such a value, however, should not penalize them for their status.
If newcomers are treated as users with bad reputation, they may be never
selected by other users and thus they cannot build their reputation [20]. At
the same time, reputation systems should prevent users to gain advantage
of their new status. Indeed, to avoid the consequences of their actions, users
with bad reputation may change their identity by re-joining as a new user
(the so called white-washing attack [33]). Requirements R9 and R10 define
the boundaries in the selection of the reputation value for new users.
The last group of requirements (R11 to R13) addresses calculation and
dissemination issues regarding the integrity of reputation values and ratings.
R11 and R12 impose reputation systems to protect ratings and reputation
values from unauthorized manipulation during transmission and storage.
This, however, may not be sufficient to guarantee their integrity. If users
are involved in the calculation of their own reputation, they may influence
the obtained value. R13 aims to prevent such a malicious behavior.
3.2. Features
The requirements in Table 1 constitute the basic and desirable characteristics that a reputation system should satisfy. Their fulfillment can be
achieved by features or technical solutions. Features identify the types of
trust information that should be considered when assessing reputation as
well as the properties of reputation values and aggregation method, whereas
technical solutions are mechanisms that can be employed to satisfy the requirements in Table 1. In this article we mainly focus on features related
to the formulation dimension of reputation systems. At the end of the sec8

tion we also discuss some technical solutions that can be used to satisfy the
elicited requirements.
Reputation should accurately characterize user behavior. As users may
have different behavior, being either good, neutral or bad, ratings and reputation values should be able to accurately represent such a range of behaviors. We represent the ability of reputation metrics to express the entire
range of user behaviors using the trust and distrust feature. In addition,
reputation value should be expressed in an absolute way (absolute reputation values) rather than in relation with the other users (e.g., ranking) [22].
Indeed, a ranking may provide misleading perception of users’ behavior; in a
reputation system in which reputation is only able to rank users (in contrast
to determine their actual trustworthiness), users who are not trustworthy
can have a high position in the ranking.
Several aspects of user interactions should be considered in the assessment of reputation. Interactions may differ in their topic. For instance,
users might interact for medical advices on different diseases. Users, for example medical professionals, might not have the ability to provide the same
quality of medical advices for every disease as it might be out of their area
of expertise. We use interaction scope to indicate whether reputation systems are able to discriminate ratings and reputation values with respect to
the type of interaction. However, different interaction scopes might have a
close semantic relation. For instance, a medical advice on infectious diseases
has a high degree of similarity with a medical advice on the influenza virus.
Scope similarity is used to denote whether the degree of similarity between
scopes is used to assess reputation. Interaction context denotes the ability
of reputation metrics to discriminate interactions on the basis of their cost.
Finally, we use timestamp to represent whether the (exact) time in which
9

an interaction occurred is considered in the assessment of reputation.
In real life situations, users do not know all the other users within the
system. Trust transitivity has been introduced to derive new trust relations
from existing trust relations [2, 34]. Intuitively, trust transitivity determines
the indirect trust between two users due to their trust relation with other
users. However, the ability of a user to provide a service may differ from
his ability to provide recommendations about other users. For instance, an
entity might be honest in its interactions but provide dishonest recommendations to decrease the reputation of other entities (e.g., competitors) for
personal benefit. In this respect, it is necessary to distinguish functional
trust, i.e., the trust on a user’s ability to provide a service, and referral
trust, i.e., the trust on a user’s ability to provide recommendations [5, 28].
In addition, users typically prefer to relay on the opinions of users they trust
[35]. We use (un)certainty to represent the ability of reputation metrics to
specify the level of confidence on trust information.
The satisfaction of the requirements in Table 1 may also require employing technical solutions. For instance, transaction proofs [36] can be
employed to ensure that a transaction took place and thus to ensure that
ratings are not artificial. Moreover, technical solutions such as the application of cryptographic mechanisms [37] and Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
[38] provide the necessary infrastructure for integrity and authentication.
3.3. Mapping between Features and Requirements
In this section we discuss which features are needed to satisfy the elicited
requirements. A summary is presented in Table 2. Notice that the table
presents necessary but not sufficient conditions for the fulfillment of requirements. Indeed, additional technical solutions like cryptographic mechanisms
10

Features \Requirements
R1 R2 R3
F1 Trust/Distrust
4 4 4
F2 Absolute Rep. Values 8 4 8
F3 Origin/Target
8 8 4
F4 (un)Certainty
4 4 4
F5 Interaction Scope
8 8 8
F6 Scope Similarity
8 8 8
F7 Trust Transitivity
8 8 8
F8 Functional vs Referral 8 8 4
F9 Interaction Context
8 8 8
F10 Timestamp
8 8 8

R4
8
8
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

R5
8
8
8
8
4
8
8
4
8
8

R6
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
8
8
8

R7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
4
8

R8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
4

R9 R10
4 8
8 8
8 8
8 4
8 8
8 8
8 8
8 8
8 8
8 8

Table 2: Requirements/Features

or transaction proofs may be necessary to achieve the requirements.
To precisely characterize the actual behavior of an entity (R1 and R2),
reputation systems should be able to capture the range of user behavior
(trust and distrust). Moreover, they should be able to capture entities’
confidence on trust information ((un)certainty). Finally, reputation values
should represent absolute measurements (absolute reputation values).
The protection against “incorrect” ratings (R3) requires identifying the
origin of ratings. This makes it possible to discriminate the ratings on the
basis of the reputation of the origin: if the origin is not trustworthy, the
ratings given by such a user might have a low influence in the assessment of
reputation values. In addition, reputation systems should accurately characterize user behavior (trust and distrust). The combination of these features
allows a reputation system to reduce the effect of incorrect ratings. In addition, the separation between functional and referral reputation is needed
because honest behavior during interactions does not imply that entities
also provide honest recommendations. Finally, a reputation system should
specify the level of uncertainty characterizing trust information to prevent
that reputation is assessed on the basis of unreliable information. To reduce
the risk of self-promoting attacks (R4), the origin of the ratings should be
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identified and be different from the target. This feature alone, however, is
not sufficient to fulfill R4. It should be coupled with technical solutions, for
instance identification and authentication mechanisms, to prevent that an
entity can create sybils or re-enter the system as a new user.
For the aggregation of ratings to be meaningful (R5), only comparable information should be aggregated. Therefore, aggregated ratings should
have the same interaction scope. Functional and referral reputation should
also be distinguished and properly aggregated. Nonetheless additional trust
information may be used to assess reputation (R6) by inferring it using ratings with similar interaction scope (similarity scope) and trust transitivity.
To ensure that reputation reflects the actual behavior of users, interaction
context is used to differentiate trust information by the interaction it represent (R7), and timestamp to capture users’ behavior evolution (R8).
The fair treatment of new users (R9 and R10) can be accomplished
through features and by employing technical solutions. One the one hand,
a default value for those users should be carefully chosen in such a way that
they can be distinguished by existing users. To this end, reputation values
should be able to express the entire range of entities’ behavior (trust and
distrust). For instance, problems may arise in systems in which only negative
ratings are used. Here, new users automatically get high reputation. In
contrast, assigning them a bad/neutral reputation may lead to the inactivity
of new users. Thus, uncertainty can be used to characterize new users.
On the other hand, technical solutions for authentication and identification
can be employed to forbid malicious users re-entering the system as new
users. In addition, the creation of a new identity and re-entering the system
should be costly for users. For instance, users might have to pay an entry
fee which may include computational or other costs [39, 40]. In addition,
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technical solutions can be employed to allow a degree of randomness in the
user selection [20], giving thus new users the possibility to prove them selves.
To protect ratings and reputation values against unauthorized manipulation (R11 to R13), information integrity solutions such as the application
of cryptographic mechanisms, can be applied. Message authenticity can
be assured using mechanisms such as PKI. The structure of the reputation
system can also provide a solution itself to the problem of integrity. In particular, in a centralized system users cannot interfere with the calculation
and dissemination of the reputation value, as long as the system is secure.
4. Survey of Reputation Systems
This section analyzes existing reputation systems with respect to the
requirements and features introduced in Section 3.
4.1. Research Design and Reputation System Selection
A large variety of reputation systems have been proposed in the literature. Each system has been designed to provide a solution for a specific
environment and for a specific purpose. For instance, reputation systems are
used in P2P and MAS to isolate malicious users; in auction sites like eBay
they provide information about the credibility of sellers and buyers. However, reputation systems share common concepts in their design regardless
of the particular application domain.
In this work, we use the reputation metric as the main criterion for the
analysis of reputation systems. In particular, we use the features presented
in Section 3.2 as a baseline for the analysis. For each reputation metric, we
verify whether it provides support for the identified features. Conclusions
on requirement satisfaction are drawn by analyzing the supported features
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against the mapping between requirements and features (Section 3.3) as well
as by assessing the technical solutions employed by reputation systems.
Several types of metrics are used for assessing the reputation. In this
section, we focus on summation and average of ratings (referred as counting),
flow-based, probabilistic and fuzzy logic metrics. We have selected the most
representative reputation systems for each type of metric.
The literature on reputation systems also presents several frameworks
like SuperTrust [41] and TrustGuard [36] that provide guidelines for the
application of reputation systems along with additional technical solutions
(i.e., usage of cryptography and transaction proofs). The analysis of these
proposals, however, is out of the scope of this work as they do not focus
on the reputation metric, but rather provide a general framework in which
existing metrics can be accommodated.
4.2. Analysis with respect to Features
In this section, we analyze existing reputation systems with respect to
features presented in Section 3.2. The results of the analysis are summarized
in Table 3. The analyzed reputation systems are grouped with respect to the
type of reputation metric which is employed. Feature support is expressed
in a scale of values, which ranges from full support (4), partial support
(i), limited support (=), and no support (8). In particular, partial support
represents that the feature is partially supported, while limited support that
only very basic characteristics are supported.
Summation and average of ratings are the simplest ways of assessing
reputation. In the first case, reputation is the sum of positive and negative
ratings. In the second case, an average is calculated. The main advantage
of this approach is that the model is straightforward. Moreover, due to the
14

nature of the calculation, the resulting reputation values are absolute (i.e.,
not expressed in relation to other users). The eBay online auction community [16] is a representative example of reputation system using summation.
When an object is sold, the buyer and seller have the possibility to rate each
other. Ratings can be positive, neutral or negative and thus cover the entire
range of user behavior (trust and distrust). Moreover, eBay partially supports the specification of the interaction scope: a user can provide ratings for
a number of pre-defined scopes such as “item as described” and “shipping”.
In addition, eBay records the time in which a transaction occurred.
REGRET [42] is a reputation system based on weighted average. In REGRET, ratings specify the rating value, origin and target of an interaction.
They also contain other information about the interaction such as outcome
of the interaction, scope and time in which the interaction occurred. REGRET supports trust transitivity. In addition, reliability metrics based on
the interaction context are employed to represent the origin’s confidence on
the provided rating. Finally, REGRET supports an ontological dimension of
interactions which provides a metric to assess the similarity between scopes.
FIRE [43] is an extension of REGRET that uses the same model for evaluating the reputation of an entity. On top of REGRET, FIRE implements a
witness reputation system that provides a form of referral reputation.
Another reputation system based on weighted average is CORE [44].
CORE has been designed to assess reputation for different scopes such as
packet forwarding and routing tasks in MANETs. The main characteristic
of CORE is that only positive ratings are propagated, resulting in partial
support for trust and distrust. Moreover, CORE partially supports uncertainty by providing a confidence metric based on the number of ratings used
for the calculation and their variance. This reputation system also uses
15

Legenda
Structure:
C: Centralized
D: Decentralized

CertainTrust [48]

Hedaquin [27, 49]

Fuzzy Trust [51]

FuzzyTrust/eTrust [18]

Travos [46]

Fuzzy
D D
C C
4 4
4 4
4 4
8 8
8 8
8 8
4 4
4 8
4 4
4 4

Dirichlet [47]

Beta [26]

FIRE [43]

REGRET [42]

Subjective logic [28, 29]

Peertrust [45]

C
C
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
8
4

D
C
i
8
4
8
=
8
4
8
8
8

Measure:
C: Continuous
D: Discrete

Absolute EigenTrust [22]

Probabilistic
D C C D
C C C C
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
i 8 4 4
= = 4 4
8 8 8 8
4 8 4 4
4 8 4 4
8 8 8 8
8 4 4 8

EigenTrust [20]

C
C
4
4
4
i
=
8
4
4
8
4

CORE [44]

Flow
C D
C C
4 i
4 8
4 4
8 8
= =
8 8
4 4
8 i
8 4
8 4

Counting
C D D D
D C C C
4 4 4 i
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
8 i i 8
i 4 4 4
8 i i 8
8 4 4 4
8 8 4 8
8 4 4 i
4 4 4 4

eBay [16]

Metric
Structure
Measure
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10

Features:
4: Full support
=: Limited support
i: Partial support 8: No support

Table 3: Survey of Reputation Systems and Classification w.r.t. Features

timestamps to record the time in which an interaction occurred.
The next class of reputation systems we have analyzed consists of flowbased reputation systems. Such reputation systems use Markov chains as
the mathematical foundation. One of their main features is trust transitivity: reputation is assessed based on iteration though arbitrary chains, and
ratings are weighted with respect to the reputation of each rating’s origin.
However, they often assume that users who are trustworthy to provide a service are also trustworthy to provide recommendation. Accordingly, they do
not distinguish between functional and referral trust. A reputation system
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representative of this class is EigenTrust [20]; other examples are PageRank [19] and SALSA [21]. In EigenTrust the local trust value of a user is
calculated as the difference between satisfactory and unsatisfactory ratings
received by the user. Then, local trust values are normalized by dividing
local trust value by the sum of the local trust value of all users. During
the normalization process, negative local trust values are replaced by zero
in order to obtain a Markov chain. This normalization procedure has two
major drawbacks. First, normalized trust values do not distinguish users
with negative reputation from users with neutral reputation. Moreover,
trust values form a ranking rather than providing an absolute measure of
trust. Finally, EigenTrust has limited support for scope specification as it
assumes that reputation is solely for file exchange in the network. Absolute
EigenTrust [22] extends EigenTrust by assessing absolute reputation values
and aggregating both positive and negative ratings.
PeerTrust [45] is another flow-based reputation system for P2P. Although
PeerTrust shares many similarities with EigenTrust, more factors are taken
into account when assessing user trustworthiness. In PeerTrust the reputation of a peer that had no interaction remains undefined. In addition,
recommendations from other users are weighted with respect to their credibility. Thus, PeerTrust is marked to have partial support for referral trust.
PeerTrust provides support for the interaction context which specifies information such as the number of transactions, value of the transaction and
number of shared files. Finally, PeerTrust records the time when a transaction occurred, although it is part of the transaction context rather than a
separate feature.
Other reputation metrics use probability density functions (PDF) to
represent the expected outcomes of an interaction. When the rated events
17

are of binary nature (e.g., satisfactory and unsatisfactory), the beta PDF can
be used to compute reputation. Reputation can be represented in the form
of beta PDF parameters which represent the number of positive (denoted by
r) and negative interactions (denoted by s), or in the form of the probability
expectation value of the beta PDF. Reputation can be also accompanied by
a confidence parameter. Uncertainty is implicitly represented by the number
of ratings: a high value of r + s indicates high certainty, whereas a low value
indicates low certainty.
The Beta reputation system [26] is an example of reputation system
based on beta PDF. This system uses two operators for trust transitivity and
aggregation, namely discounting and consensus. Discounting is used to build
trust chains, whereas consensus is used to aggregate opinions of different
users with the same scope. These operators, however, act on fixed trust
networks, hence discarding (uncertain) information from the computation
of reputation. The Beta reputation system also supports the aging of ratings.
In particular, this mechanism provides a longevity factor which, with the
usage of timestamps, gives more weight to recent ratings.
Another reputation system based on beta PDF is Travos [46]. Differently
from the Beta reputation system, Travos provides a mechanism for detecting
misleading and malicious recommendations. This is accomplished based on
the past recommendation a user has given and the outcome of the corresponding interactions. This mechanism resembles the distinction between
functional and referral reputation because it provides a distinction between
the ability to provide a service and the ability to provide recommendations.
A disadvantage of reputation systems based on beta PDF is that they
only support two event states and ratings (i.e., satisfactory and unsatisfactory) [47]. This excludes the possibility of fine-grained ratings (e.g., bad,
18

mediocre, good, excellent). The Dirichlet reputation system [47] extends the
Beta reputation system by adopting the Dirichlet distribution, the multivariate generalization of the beta distribution, as PDF. However, the Dirichlet
reputation system does not support discounting and, thus, trust transitivity.
Subjective logic [28, 29] extends probabilistic logic with an explicit notion of uncertainty. In subjective logic ratings are formed as opinions about
a certain scope. An opinion is a tuple (b, d, u) where b, d and u represent
belief, disbelief and uncertainty respectively such that b + d + u = 1. Belief
represents the probability of a statement to be true, disbelief the probability to be false, and uncertainty to be unknown. Moreover, subjective logic
support trust transitivity and a rating aging factor similarly to the Beta
reputation system. CertainTrust [48] is a reputation system similar to subjective logic; it has, however, some notable differences. First, uncertainty
is independent from belief and disbelief. In particular, it is defined on the
basis of the amount of the available information rather than through belief
and disbelief. Moreover, CertainTrust does not support temporal aspects.
Hedaquin [27, 49] is a reputation system for ensuring reliability of information in healthcare that builds on the Beta reputation system and subjective logic. Ratings in Hedaquin fall into two classes, namely functional
and referral ratings, which result to functional and referral reputation respectively. Ratings are similar to the ones in Beta reputation system, but
they are enriched with a certainty factor which is related to the amount and
quality of the available information. Ratings also have a timestamp allowing
the systems to give more importance to recent interactions. The assessment
of reputation is as in the Beta systems; however, each rating is weighted
according to its certainty. In addition, Hedaquin allows the specification of
arbitrary interaction scopes and uses scope similarity metrics for weighting
19

ratings with respect to their scope similarity.
Some reputation systems use fuzzy concepts to describe an entity’s behavior while offering the ability to handle imprecision of information. In
particular, membership functions are used to define the degree to which
a fuzzy variable is a member of a set (e.g., very trustworthy, trustworthy,
partially trustworthy, untrustworthy, very untrustworthy or unknown) [50].
Therefore, reputation based on fuzzy logic can represent both trust and distrust in an absolute way. A reputation system based on this type of metrics
is Fuzzy Trust [51]. Each entity records local ratings that include the rating
value and the time in which the interaction occurred. The assessment of
reputation uses trust transitivity. Recommendations in Fuzzy Trust contain
the rating value, detailed time information about the interaction and information about the context. The received ratings are weighed according to the
time and credibility of the rating, which is a form of referral trust. Another
reputation system based on fuzzy logic is presented in [18]. This reputation
system is similar to Fuzzy Trust; however, in [18] the received ratings are
weighted with respect to the general reputation of the recommender and the
interaction context. Therefore, it does not support referral trust.
4.3. Analysis with respect to Requirements Satisfaction
In this section we analyze which requirements in Table 1 are satisfied
by existing reputation systems. The results of the analysis are presented in
Table 4. They are obtained by combining Tables 2 and 3. In this section we
mainly discuss the cases where the results are not straightforward.
Requirements R1 and R2 are only fulfilled by approaches based on subjective logic. Approaches based on counting and Beta PDF partially fulfill
these requirements due to limited or no support of uncertainty. In ad20

dition, CORE allows the propagation of only positive values and, thus it
does not provide the information necessary to discriminate users’ behavior.
Flow-based systems except Absolute EigenTrust, are not able to accurately
measure users’ trustworthiness due to the normalization process.
Reputation systems that support all the required features are able to
discriminate incorrect ratings (R3). Systems that support the features but
provide limited or no support for uncertainty fulfill this requirement only
partially. Systems that support at least partially the majority of features
provide limited satisfaction. Finally, systems that do not support neither
uncertainty nor functional and referral recommendations do not fulfill R3.
An interesting case is eBay: although it does not support all the necessary
features, it allows rating only when an interaction took place, which is similar
to the use of interaction proofs.
All analyzed systems are able to identify the origin of ratings (R4). However, reputation systems should be coupled with identification and authentication mechanisms in order to verify the identity of entities. Nevertheless, the problem of identification and authentication is often not addressed
within reputation systems. The reputation systems studied in this work
mainly focus on the mathematical model of reputation systems rather than
on the deployment of an application to be used in practice. Accordingly,
identification issues are often left outside of their scope. Only EigenTrust,
PeerTrust and Hedaquin address these issues. EigenTrust provides a simple
solution based on the IP address to identify users. Peertrust uses PKI to
uniquely identify users. Finally, Hedaquin assumes that users and their medical devices are registered within a healthcare system. However, this does
not guarantee that measurements are actually of the registered patient.
The primary feature needed for the fulfillment of R5 is the interaction
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Legenda
4: Full satisfaction i: Partial satisfaction =: Limited satisfaction 8: No satisfaction

Table 4: Survey of Reputations Systems w.r.t. Requirements

scope. In Table 4, reputation systems that have only limited support for the
interaction scope do not fulfill the requirement. If the distinction of functional and referral ratings is fully supported and the support for interaction
scope is limited, we consider R5 partially fulfilled. Finally, reputation systems such as subjective logic, that support interaction scope and distinguish
functional and referral trust, satisfy the requirement.
FIRE, REGRET and Hedaquin incorporate all the needed features to
fulfill R6. The other reputation systems lack some fundamental features
like trust transitivity or scope similarity. Among the reputation systems we
have analyzed, only REGRET, FIRE, PeerTrust and Fuzzy Trust provide
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support for the interaction context and, therefore, fulfill R7. CORE fulfills
R7 only partially due to partial support of the interaction context.
Evolution of user behavior (R8) is captured by taking temporal aspects
into account. Although most of the analyzed systems make use of timestamps to record the time in which interaction occurred, they exploit it only
partially. Indeed, most reputation systems use timestamps to order ratings
and use such an order (instead of the actual time) to weight them. In particular, reputation systems usually give more weight to recent ratings based
on the intuition that an entity is most likely to maintain its recent behavior. An exception is CORE which gives more weight to old ratings based
on the assumption that a user may temporally behave better to increase its
reputation and then behave again in an inappropriate way. eBay is the only
reputation system in our analysis which is able to capture user behavior in
a specific time period. In particular, eBay displays reputation values for the
last year and last six months. This, in addition with the overall reputation,
provides a view of user behavior over time.
Avoiding that users take advantage of the new user status (R9) requires
both the capability of discriminating user behavior and identification mechanisms. In Table 4, reputation systems that only support identification
mechanisms partially satisfy R9, whereas reputation systems which only
support trust and distrust feature are marked with limited support.
Although a few reputation systems support all the feature needed for
the fulfillment of R10, EigenTrust is the only one that actually addresses
the problem of the bootstrap of new users. It uses Distributed Hash Tables
(DHTs) [52, 53] and a randomness factor in the peer selection. However,
due to the lack of the uncertainty feature it does not fully fulfill R10.
Centralized reputation systems satisfy requirements R11-R13 as long as
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the central reputation service is secure. For decentralized systems cryptographic solutions should be employed. Most systems, however, do not
discuss these requirements in their implementation and, therefore, the satisfaction of these requirements cannot be determined (marked as N/A in
Table 4). EigenTrust and PeerTrust are the only proposals that address
them. In particular, EigenTrust uses a secure structure based on DHTs and
superpeers that are randomly selected to compute the reputation of a user.
The major flaw of EigenTrust approach is that superpeers might be compromised. In addition, cryptographic solutions are not used. PeerTrust adopts
a similar approach for dealing with this issue. In particular, it employs
DHTs enhanced with PKI technologies.

5. Discussion
The analysis presented in the previous section shows that none of the
studied systems satisfy all elicited requirements. In particular, most systems
lacks support for scope similarity and interaction context (see Table 4). Nevertheless, proposals based on subjective logic and, in particular, Hedaquin
satisfy the majority of them.
However, it is worth noting that the reference model presented in this
work (i.e., the requirements and features in Section 3) is intended to be
general. When used to select a reputation system for a given application
domain, the model has to be tuned with respect to the trust requirements
of the application domain. Indeed, not all requirements may have the same
importance in every application domain. For instance, interaction context
(R7) is not relevant for the assessment of reputation in the healthcare domain, whereas it has a crucial role in other domains like auction sites.
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Therefore, the practitioners should analyze the trust requirements of the
application domain in which the reputation system should be applied, and
thus identify which requirements should be included in the analysis. Table 2
should be then used to identify the features that should be supported by the
reputation system. The candidate reputation systems should be compared
against those features. Conclusions on the more appropriate reputation system can be drawn by mapping back the features to requirements along with
an analysis of the technical solutions employed by the reputation systems.

6. Related Work
Several surveys on reputation systems can be found in the literature; they
can be classified into three categories. The first category of surveys (e.g., [2,
3]) discusses trust management issues in general, where reputation systems
are usually presented as a solution. The second category of surveys (e.g.,
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 12]) focuses specifically on the functionality of reputation
systems, whereas surveys in the third category (e.g., [9, 10, 11, 54]) consists
of studies on vulnerabilities and attacks against reputation systems. For
instance, Friedman et al. [54] present an approach for the analysis of three
threats to reputation systems, namely whitewashing, incorrectly reported
feedback and sybil attacks based on game theory.
These surveys usually have a broader scope than our work. Hoffman et
al. [9] analyze reputation systems with respect to three dimensions, namely
formulation, calculation and dissemination. Liu and Munro [13] represent
the structure of reputation systems using five components, namely input,
processing, output, feedback loop, storage. For each component, they identify a number of characteristics to compare reputation systems. In this
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Table 5: Analysis coverage

article, we use the dimensions proposed in [9] as they provide a clearer conceptual model for reasoning on reputation systems. With respect to these
dimensions, our work mainly focuses on the formulation dimension.
Similarly to our work, most surveys define the main features to be supported by reputation systems and evaluate existing systems against the defined features. In Table 5, we present a comparison of the coverage of the
analysis provided by the considered surveys with respect to the formulation
dimension. As shown in the table, our work provides a more fine-grained
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and comprehensive analysis of reputation metrics. Nonetheless, other surveys consider features that have not been considered in our study (bottom
part of Table 5). For instance, several surveys [7, 8, 11] analyze reputation
systems with respect to the ability of determining the credibility of the recommender (F11). Although this feature in not included explicitly in our
analysis framework, it can be expressed as a combination of F1, F3 and F8.
A number of surveys [9, 6, 7, 8] also consider the range in which ratings
and reputation values are expressed (F12). We have not considered such
a feature as it is irrelevant for the satisfaction of the elicited requirements
(Table 1). Moreover, values lying in a certain interval (and even qualitative
values) can easily be mapped into the desired range of values [22]. We have
not considered features F13 and F14 for similar reasons. It is worth noting
that most surveys define features as abstract concepts that reputation systems should provide. In contrast, we have first elicited the requirements for
reputation systems and, based on those requirements, we have identified the
features needed for their fulfillment. Consequently, the features considered
in our analysis are closer to the real needs for reputation systems.

7. Conclusions
Nowadays, advances of ICT have led to the spread of several e-services.
The adoption of these services, however, depends on the trust that end-users
have in them. Reputation systems are becoming the “solution” to assess the
trustworthiness of users and reliability of information in online communities.
However, in order to be used and, therefore, facilitate the adoption of such
services, reputation systems should be able to deal with the trust challenges
and needs of the application domain in which the reputation system is de-
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ployed. This requires, on the one hand, understanding the capabilities and
limits of existing reputation systems as well as the requirements of the application domain in which the reputation system will be eventually deployed.
On the other hand, rigorous methods to compare existing reputation systems are necessary for practitioners who build systems and applications that
rely on reputation systems.
To address these issues, we have presented a framework for evaluating
and comparing reputation systems. We have elicited the requirements that
reputation systems should satisfy by reviewing the literature. To objectively
evaluate to what extent a reputation system meets the elicited requirements,
we have identified for each requirement the features that reputation metrics
should support in order to fulfill the requirements. We have demonstrated
the applicability of the proposed framework by reviewing and comparing
several state-of-the-art reputation systems.
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